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ABSTRACT. It is here shown that the strong increase of cross sictioii with the 
increase of energy which is characteristic feature of all meson theories with derivative 
couplings and which remains unsolved from the covariant perturbation method of 
r'eynman, can be removed by the inclusion of the innuciice of radiation damping. In 
this paper the Heitler’s integral equation for the positive meson by proton and that of 
negative meson by neutron has been solved by the newly formulated variational technique 
of Goldberger, u.sing the scalar meson field with vector coupling. A comparison of this 
result with the previous one obtained from the .same .scattering proce.ss using p.seudoscalar 
meson field with pseudoscalar coupling, .solved by the semi-variational procedure of Ilsueh 
and Ma, show.s that for a proper fit to the cxpciimental result obtained by Steinberger, the 
value of the coupling constant has to be lowered to one third of the former value, 0.56 used 
in earlier paper bv the author. The superiority of the variational technique of Goldberger 
to that of Ma and Ilseuh has been established by considering the scaltci ing of negative 
meson by proton. It is found that the exact solution corresponds to the approximate 
solution of Goldberger.
I. IN T R O D U C T I O N
The covariant formalism of Tomonaga and Schwinger (1948) on 
quantum electrodynamics has been applied successfully by many authors 
to remove the difficulties of meson theory. By the consistent use of the 
ideas of charge and mass renormalization, the divergencies arising from 
higher order radiative corrections have been removed from the covariaut
S-matrix of Schwinger by some authors They have used the method of 
calculation devised by Feynmnan (1949) and Dyson (1949). Attempt has also 
been made to examine whether the cross section for meson scattering could 
remain finite even at high energy, on account of damping reaction.
This remains unsolved from the perturbation method of Dyson and 
Feynman unless we consider the Heitlcr's theory of radiation damping. 
From the relativistically covariant perturbation methods introduced by 
Feynman (1949), Ashkin, Simon and Marshak (1950) have calculated the 
lowest order scattering cioss section tor meson-nucleon interaction. The 
important feature to be noted is that the total cross sections decrease with inci­
dent meson energy for Ps (Ps) He. pseudoscalar meson theory with pseudoscalat
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coupling) and S < ^ )  U c .  scalar meson theory with scalar coupling) in contrast 
with their increase with energy for the 1\S (PV) ( i e .  pseudoscalar theory with
pseudovector coupling) and SfV) theory (iV. scalar meson theory with vector
coupling). It is clear that tliis strong increase of scattering cross section 
in case of PS(PV) and S(V) theories must be cut down by the damping 
reaction of the meson field. So we see that Heitler's theory is an effective 
and preferable alternative to the renormalisation procedure of Schwinger and 
Tomonaga. But the iiractical difficulty lies in the fact that the H eitler’s 
integral filiation of radiation damping cannot be exactly solved in most 
cases of the scattering inocesses. The nature of the difficulties has already 
been mentioned in an earler paper. 'I'he general method is to solve this 
integral cciuation by a variational technique. Several authors have suggested 
different variatifinal procedures of which the variational technique of Hsueh 
and Ma fiQ15) is worth mentioning. By this method Basu (1951) and 
Biswas (1952) have obtained farily good results in the scattering of neutron 
by proton and the scattering of positive me.son by proton respectively.
Recently, a more powerful variational procedure for the approximate 
solution of the scattering process has been devised by Ooldberger (T.952). 
As an example of the use of the variational method he has calculated 
the scattering process of [lositive meson by neutron assuming the 
pseudoscalar meson field using both pseudoscalar and pscudovector coupling. 
The superiority of this method may be observed from the fact that the 
result obtained by him is the same as that obtained by Ma and Ilsueh 
from the exact solution of the integral equation.
In this paper this variational technique has been applied to solve the 
integral equation for the scattering process of positive meson by proton and 
that of negative meson by neutron taking into account of the damping 
reaction using a scalar meson field with vector coupling. The choice of 
this field is due to two points ; (i) the matrix element for the process is simpler 
than that in the pseudoscalar theory, (2) the consideration of damping 
reaction is necessary in this theory with derivative coupling as the cross 
section increases with increasing energy.
Tastly, a comparison between the theoretical results obtained by the 
scalar theory Jand pseudoscalai theory (Biswas, 1952) has been made by 
means of a graph. The results in scalar theory seem to be too large. 
The cross section increases teu times in the scalar theory than
in the pseudoscalar theory with the same value of the coupling 
constant which was chosen to be 0.56 for a proper fit to the experimental 
result of the scattering of n *  mesons by protons (Steinberger, 1951). Another 
feature to note is that the value of the coupling constant should be lessened 
by one third of the above mentioned value in order to be in agreement with 
the experimental value if we assume scalar meson theory.
In another section it has been shown that this variational technique gives 
exact solution in case of the scattering of the negative meson by proton
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with S(V) theory as in PS(PS) theory. The consideration of the damping 
reaction seems to be unnecessary in PS(PS) theory since the cross section in 
this case decreases with increasing energy without damping inlluencc. So 
this damping consideration will yield too low a result for the r>rocess. But 
this is not the case with S(V ; theory.
The natuial units H - c  =  i  have been used throughout.
a. C O V  A R  I A N T  I '  O R M A Iv 1 S  M 
The Schwinger e<]iiation in the interaction re]>resenlation
is solved by the usual invariant pjrlurbalion .S-nlatrix which ivS given by
I _ J  i H
+ - V .s»« = 1 } l  I
with,
00 00 00
S „ = -  f  d x ' j  d x " ....... j  x'), //(-V")........ ... (2.2)
— QO -QO —00
where symbol P  stands for the Dyson’s chronological product. In this 
form of .S-iiialrix, the damping effect is not exhibited. 'I'o do this the 
usual method is to write the .S’-matrix in the Cayley form,
S  =
I +
K
K
(2.3)
where K  is a hermitiau nialrix.
Writing S = i - i R  ... (2.4)
where R  is the usual reaction matrix (it represents the amplitude of the 
scattered wave) we obtain from (2.3) and (2..]) the well known Heitler's 
(1941) and Pauli’ s (1946) equation of radiation damping, namely,
R = K - - K R (2..5;
This is the covariant form of Heitlcr’s integral equation. This gives 
the scattering cross section with damping which is proportional to | R  I".
It has been shown by Schwinger ( 19 |S) that the hermitian matrix, I \  
is given by
•30
K =  S  K „
with r c „ = ( - r i . )  J d x  . . . .  f  d x ^ ' ‘ ^ H ( x ' ,  .
...
5—18321*—4 <2.H)
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We tan solve tlie integral eijnation (^ 2.5) calculating I \  upto any order 
retiuired.
.since the total eiierL>y-nionientnin is con.scrved, the matrix element S, 
l \  and l \  must have the form (Pauli, ic)i6 )
(/.' ... \ A \  />'„)- a*'/’ - * p ' n  ••/’ '..) ••• (2 -0 >
v\here 1’..=  -  /’ ' „ a n d P =  2  P ,
> = 1 * - 1
aic the energy-momentum (jf four vectors of the initial and final states and 
.1 is the snbmatrix t f .1 belonging to the energy .shell.
Ily means of this submatrix, the fundamental etiuation (2.5) reduces to 
the form
( p  K  i P J  = (/’ I K  I P J  -  ' f  < P  11<  1 </)((<; 1 R  • P J  -/>„)
... (1)
where (}=  2  i j i
i  - 1
If we denote the initial and final energy-momentum of the nucleon and
meson by p „ ,  and p ,  respectively, the matrix element l \  for the nv'son 
scattering has the general form (see Fukuda and Miyazima, 1950)
( p ,  /.• 1 K  : p „ k „ )  - - - ■  ( k ) < l ’ ,  ( l c „  , \ 4 ' ( p } ~ k - r ,  A  i p ,  /> „ ,  L \ ) \ l > ' p J
+  ' f ' ^ P > ~ , T i  /!(/’ , A.’ (2. 10)
writing
i p .  A' . R  I p , „  A - J- -2 - )> r ’ (A-k/'.(A’..){>^ (/’ )r*r,.\(/r, k  ; p „ k „ H i p „ )
+  ' l ' i P ) ‘T ,T k V i p ,  k  ; />„, k „ ) 4 ' i p u ) ]  
and introdicing this in (I) vve get a pair of integral equations
(2.T1)
-V(/>. A- ; A-J- A i p ,  k  ; p . . k „ )  -  f t i L V A i p ,  k  ; A',/)A(p')
\ \ 7T )  J
X i p ' ,  k ‘ ■, p . , k „ )  . (2.12)
and
y(i p ,  A’ ; P u ,  A'.,)= R i p ,  k  ; P J , , )  -  - ’ f--. f ^ a r u i p ,  k  ; p \  k ’ ) \ ( p ‘
(2.13)y ( p ' ,  k ' ;  P < „  K ' j  .
The (/>') is the Feynman’s projection ojrerator, A i p ' j ^ y p '  +  M .
I he fir.st integral erjuation is for the process ‘negative meson by 
proton and the 2nd integral equation is for the process 'positive meson by 
proton . Here we deal with the 2nd equation.
3. V A R I A T I O N A L  T F  C II N I Q  IT jf o p  Ct O L D D K R G E  R
We now proceed to derive a variational basis of the H eitler’s integral 
ec|uation (I, see. 2,) according to the newly formulated principle of 
(.loldcbcrgcr (1952).
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We write the equation (I) in an altcriiativ^e hut more convenient way 
namely,
R h n = ^ C h , ^  i M n R , .  ... u  1)
c
where I \  and P „  are energy nionienlnni four vectors of the initial and 
intermediate states, where
; 7',, =  !:/>„'
and R b a  stands for i p  R  ' P „ )  and ( h . . ,  for ( p  K  j />„>
Now defining the matrix niultii)]ication by Hie followijig form
{ R c , } b . , = ^ ' ^ R , ^ ' ( r ,  -  r j M i f  + A/'-’i c , ,r
we proceed to find out the stationary value of the expression L .  given by
( R i ' . ]  I J ( U i ) R R I  i . . , - i : r { R ( ; R ) , „ , ] - '
Taking the arbitrary vai iation ti/. of f. about R  we easily see that the 
stationary value of L  is given by
Goldbcrgci, howcv^cr, started from tlu alternativu form of the Ilc itlcr’s 
integral equatioii made by Pauli (lojcj). His starting eciiiatioii is
R h a ^  G  h a  ^  r ) R >  n \ ...
e
The transition probability per unit time from a state characlei ised by 
to an initially unoccupied slate 06 may be expressed as
7.'/,.,=fe.T/'S) f ( - H I ' : , .  -  ... (3.5)
R e m e m b e r i n g  th a t  for  a c ollis io n a l  p r o b le m s ,  th e collision m a l i i x
S i „ ,  ~  a - //) (I ' .  I, —  l i  a )  R  i „ .  ■ ■ ■  13 •<■> *
is both symmetric and unitaiy, so that R  is symmetric and that (. is real 
and symmetric.
Defining the matrix multiiilication by
vve see that the stationary value of L ,  where
L = ( R G ) i , M . R ) , . . , [ ( R R ) i . . , - i 7: { R ( i R ) h „ \ ~ ' '  ■ ■ ■  ' 3 • >
about the correct value ol R  is { R  —  G ) i i 7T
The difference between the variational method of (loldberger and that 
of Ma and Hsuch (1945) may be mentioned. M as procedure is based on 
the fact that the stationary value of M ,
a;  == 5 8 (K -  /c a j L R " f A" -  (r -  ; R ) ]..
a
has been calculated about the correct value of R ^  and not of R .  T h e  
Stationary value obtained is o. It is also necessary to find out the variation 
of M  about the correct value of R .
We will apply here the variational tecliniiiuj given in (3.2) for tlie 
solution of the problem in (piestion.
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4. C A L C U L A T I O N  f) T M A T R I K  I? L  K M U N T
We will solve equation (2.5) by calculating K  upto ist. order only,
i.c., we will replace K  by /v, in (2.5) and then apply the above variational
tecliuique for its solution. It lias been shown by Gupta (1951! that 
ui>to ist. order of K ,  7\ j is the same as' S, which is the lowest older 
scatlei iiiK matrix clement in the b'eynman’sperturbation method of calculation.
We consider here the scattering of scalai charged meson { t: *  or n-~) by 
neutrons or protons ( N  or P), schematically shown by
I : 7T ~  +  P  --- ^  + P 01 +  N  ^  7T *  +  N
II : 7T -  +  N — > - T -  +  .V o r - T * + P — ^  +  P
The lowest order Keyuman diagrams arc shown for the above two types of 
processes (figure i ).
In process I the incident meson is absorbed by the nucleon before the final 
meson is emitted since a proton can absorb but cannot emit negative meson 
and neutron can absorb but not emit positive meson. In process I I  the 
emission of the final meson precedes the absorption of the incident meson,
We may now write the covariant matrix element for each process 
from the corresponding diagram using the scalar meson theory with vector 
coupling. We should assume the nucleons to obey the Dirac equation. 
The Feynm an’s factors corresponding to the martix element (meson energy- 
momentum four vector K) may be given as follows (see Ashkin, Simon 
and Marshak, 1950).
Absoiqitiou factor 
for meson K
('■ ) ( P , + k , - M ) “J 
(ti) ( p ,- k a - M ) - i
A t each veitex energy momentum conservation holds.
Each interaction with an external meson, contributes a factor-*.
M  denotes the nucleon mass, the meson mass. The scalar product 
of (wo four vectors will be written in the form
( 1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
'I'ype of Type of
Meson coupling
Scalar Vector
Propagation factors :
limissiou factor 
for meson
for process I 
for process II
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a u d  e a c h  f o u r  v e c t o r  p  is a s s o c ia te d  w ith  a D ir a c  op era to r p  = w h e r e  
■ y^  a r e  th e  f o u r  m a t r i c e s  f ty ,  (3, T l i e  p r o d u c t  of tw o  o p era to rs  A  a n d  H 
sa tis f ie s  th e  r e la tio n  A . B - i - B .  A  =* 2/I A  n u cle o n  of eiiur;^y* n ic in en tu in  
p  is c h a r a c t e r is e d  b y  a D ir a c  sp in o r,  u o b e y i n g  th e  D i i a c  e(iuation
P u  — M u  o r u p ~ i \ / u  w h e r e
is the h e r m i t i a n  c o n j u g a t e  o f  u ) . The differs  f io m  P a u l i ’s b y  a 
f a c t o r  /, f o r  / a = i ,  2 ,  3 .  A n d  the y,,  satisfies
y/47,. +  7 r V / * = 2<V. w h e r e  4- t a n d  =  i
L e t  P i a n d  p^ d e n o te  th e  f o u r  v e c t o r  e n e r g y -m o in e n t u ii i  of  init ia l  a n d  
final n u c l e o n s ,  a n d  k, a n d  the c n erg y-T tien ien lu in  of initial and final  
m e s o n s .
W e  h a v e  Pi 4- k, = p ^  +  ko b y  c n e r g y -m o i n e n t u m  c o n s e r v a tio n  and  
P i “ ~ P 2  ^=  M “ ; k i “ =  k^“ =  //^\ A c c o r d i n g  to the b 'e y n m a n ’s ru les  the m a t r i x  
e l e m e n t s  a re  g i v e n  b y  vS(V) t h e o r y
U2C — k ^H p, 4 - k, — ,'\/i"’ ^k jn j for p ro c e ss  1 . .. 4 . 1
jC“ A / i =  — U2( ki ) ( Pi  - k o — A/)” '  ( — ko)n, for p ro cess  I I  . . .  4.2
T h e s e  r e d u c e  a f t e r  a s h o r t  c a l c u la t io n  ( A s h k i n ,  S i m o n ,  IMarshak 1 0 5 0 )  to
f o r  p ro c e s s  1 ,  i ( g “ / M  ~  ] V y i ) u i  . . .  4 . 3
f o r  p r o c e s s  II , ~  / f/r'“ // ^ * 7 U a (v 4 ^ -7 / '2 ) « i  ••• 4-4
w h e r e  is  th e  m eson  in c id e n t  e n e r g y ,  the n u c le o n  final m o m e n tu m  
a n d  W  i s  th e  to ta l  e n e r g y  of th e  s y s t e m .
5. S O L U T I O N  ( t t ^  4  T r ‘ ' 4 ' 7 ' '
The relevant matrix element for the ]>rucess II ,
(/’a, I /)j, /t^)— -  J y  —  y / > j )  u  I
and in our reference system
‘ /v% I
5.1
/?i 4-/v' i =  /?3 4-/c3=-0 , + ; (/= /^ 1 ‘ =  1 />2 =  ! /v
W riting ^  =  "L
(/>3, k . ,  I i /v-,!=^UjG mi )
We easily obtain the Ile illc r 's  integral ccjuation as follows
R(/>2. Ar, ; fc,) =  (G/>3, k . ,  ; />,. G(/>„ k ,  ; //, k ' )
+ M)R(/-',/.-' ; k , ,  k , )  
vve now turn to the variational problem to solve the equation (4.5) Kquation 
13 .1) has been used in the normal form a.s it stands.
W riting down the stationary value wc get
r =  J
5 .«
Y _ . _ )
y^32n-'w /
f;d£2;Gfy,*^^^+Mm >^Jua2'Gfv,,/>/+ )R)
y ‘dam(y;,/>;.+ A / ) R - ( ^ 2 % > ) f d i r f d n » R ( y , p /  + M)Q(y^P/ + M)E  ... 5.3
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vvc now take R =  0 , as a trial function and we easily yet
{iqU27THV)iSdn'G(y,i^,' + M){Sd^VOh,i>,Jj\M)Q)
Unyc{y^i^/+M)G -  («<//32 .-r- (i');d i‘2'jdn"G(v^/>/ + m o ^ y ^ p / m )G
■ ■ ■  5-3
Putting G =  ( —ig‘ //i“)(y,fe —y/i) fwe will replace hereafter p ,  and />2 by P o  and 
/> denoting initial and final ineineuta) iji the right hand side of the above 
integrals in 15.3). we perform the integrations which aie simple but 
laborious.
After a straight toward calculation we get for R  the following
I + D i y p )+.‘>2>'. +.S’,■ .(>/>„) + S . x y , ( y p o )   ( y p )  ? 
/ T , ^ - l V + T / p ^ - T ^ p ^  \ 5-4
where .Sj, .S^ , S3, S.,, D ,  7',, T . ^ .  T., and are all functions of
V (as given below) which is <///i where <y denotes the absolute value of the 
momentum and /t is the meson mass.
Hence the martrix clement for the scattering process including ladiation 
damping reduces to
J? —(UjRu,) where R is given in (5.4).
The differential cross section for the scattering process is in this case 
given by
d c r  —
IK" 8 spur ( ^ i p ) R M p „ ) y i R ' " y , ) 5-5
5 -f>
where A(y>) is the r'eynm an’s projection operator, j‘^ ip) =  {y,.pn +M ) and we 
have also taken the average about the initial spin and the summation over 
the final spin of the nucleon. Performing the integration over all angles of 
scattering we get for the total scattering cross section,
 ^ 2 - i r - ’ {D (v ) f
where F(.v) =  (a ./’ +/>"){.S',(.v) + F >  J . v )  - S s i x )  +  S J . \ )  - S j x ) }
-I A-" J / > P , ( a ) +  2 r i \ (  v )  — 2A 'P 's ( .v )}  — 2p . v l \ , (  v )  — 2a " P ,- ,( a )
I H  V -)=  fo )(A -) /> ( l  +  a " )  ^ •p A  , / , ( a- i " a 2 - a
-  { '.) 'a ) ( a- , - ’ V2 -  A-J A-") +  A 'i V " / ,  (1 +  .v '- ')P ’
+ |.v"trt(.x)(A-,A3 — a ") +/>"a-,"/,
— {v"w(.v).p.Ai +pAi/,(.r,.T2-A®)}"
with.
S j . x )  =  m r , ( . \ ) K ( x )  -  T - A . x  )L{a-) + T A x ) M { x )  -  r j . \ ) N \ x ) Y
S . A . ^ ) = = m \ { x ) U x )  -  T A x ) h ' { x )  -  T A x ) N { x )  +  T A x ) M ( x ) Y
S A x )  =  r ' { T A x ) M { x )  -  T A x ) N { x )  -  T A x ) K ( x )  +  T A x ) U x ) Y
S A x ) =  R { l \ { x ) N ( x )  -  T A . x ) M U )  -  T A x ) L { x )  -  T A x ) K ( x ) Y
S A x )  =  D U )
r A x ) = = { S A x ) s A x ) \ ' i -
r A x ) = { S A x ) S A x ) y i ' ^
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r , { x )  =  i S A - r ) S J x ) ) ' l - ^
i \ { x ) ^ ( s d x ) i H x , y i ' -
r,(.v )-(.S 'a (v)7){^ 0 ' ' ’
T , ( x ) = o > [ . \ ) . ( > . ( i  + \ '■') -f I> .V , / , { \ V... vM-,;
T ^ i i x )  —  i / J ' 7 i ( i  + . \  ^  -I- \ ) ( v , “ Vj  — A
T a ( A )  =  A-|i.(A ) ( Ai A- 3  — a '-) I / / a ' , ®  v " / ,
T 4 ( - \ )  —  X w l  \ - ) f > X , < PVi/,(Vj\3— v“ )
K ' ( a' )  =  P ” A-,‘ ( i  +  2A-^) I A j “ \ 3 ’ +  v ' /  V*’ — JV- j V J  
/^ ( a -) — ( i  +  a - - ) . ^ . ( a  , “ A j  — a ' ’ )
M L \  ) =  ( t + A " ) . / J .  ( V" —  V ,  \  2)
N ( a ) = ^ v a -i '‘ 
i — =  g . ~ \  / 8 ( x i +  \ 2)
M / f i  =  p \  f//t^-A-, , <//'/<-A
0 l { x )  (  V ,  \  2 / 1  —  A '7 , +  I  )
A-1 =  (i + A A . ) ; A , =  {/'" + \-)
A. T  II I^ ; S  C A T  T  K R  1 N r. o  I' tt m  k  S  O N  I$ Y  T R O 'r O N
In this section vve conclude by rcniarkiiig that tlic variational tcclinicjue 
formulated by Goklberger is superior to that of Ma and Hsuch (10)5). It is 
here shown that tlie exact solution of the integral equation regarding the 
scattering jirocess of scalai negative Tr-inesfin by proton closely agrees to the 
solution obtained by the variational techinque of Goldberger.
The matrix element for the [>rocess ( tt  + -I- /*') has been given
in  S e c t i o n  ,] .
From (4 3), the matrix clement G  ~  i ( g ' ‘ / ~  l V y , ) u t  can be 
written as 1I2GH1 with G =  a, — n r y ^  
where —  I
a . j = i i g - 1  f E ) W
The Ile it lc r ’s integral equation is given by ;
Rty>, k  ; p o k o )  =  G ( y ,  k  ; />„, k„) + i'(//33a-'"tu>)j7G'G(/j, k  ; p ' ,  k ' )  A (/>')
R(/'7 k '  ; /.•„) ... 6.1
A s in this case the G is not involved with angles, R may be expressd as 
R  =  a;G where a' is some constant not depending on angles. Substituting this 
value of R  in (6.1) we find the value of
I - iX
where
Hence
X ^ i q / 6 7 r ] V ) G { E y ,  +  M )  
G
I — j(cjf/8;T7cOG(^"v4 + M ) 6.2
Now from the variational principle of Goldberger we write the stationary 
expression for R , assuming the trial function R =  G
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R G ^
i -  \^32,t 'IF
{J dO'G {y ,P/  +  M)G){Jdi I'G .+_ M )G
Sdll'Giy.p, ' + M)G - j , ^^,'^id^l'^d^l"G{y,p/ +  M ) G ( y , p /  +  M)G
On pel forming tlic integrations we may write
p _ Q , __ (iq/8n^l^)G(L.Y.i + M)_
l - ( i q l 8n i n G { E y ,  + M)'
i - i ( q / 877W)G(F.y, +  M) ’
wliicli is the same result as (6.2) obtained by exactly solving (6.2)
Now' from dtr= ,^ 7.
I V ’ (2:t‘ -
foi the total cross section, o- after performing the angular integrations
 ^ spur { A ( p ) ' R P i . { p u ) y ^ I { * y ^ )  we obtain
O
cr —Stt L - r  +  i c / - - ( k / - k r
I  +  2 ( A* 1" +  /?0“ ) +  ( A:2* A’ ," )  “
wheie /.•,(!)=  v - ) '0 'f ( i4  (p=> + .v")'/2].v/(.v ,+ .r,)[
o  7 T
/v-a(-v) -  + A-')' +.V---)' /^+ + f ‘*].v/(a , + a ,) j
with f>, A j ,  .ro , A* the same as in (5.6).
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7. C O M P A R I S O N  W I T H  K X P K R r M E N T
The energy dependence of the total cross section including radiation 
damping has been shown by means of the accompanying graph (figure 2). 
The dotted curve drawn is from the theoretical result obtained here using 
the scalar meson field with vector coupling. The thicker line is from the 
previous result (Biswas, 1952) for the same process hut using pseudoscalar 
meson field with pseudoscalar coupling. The value of the coupling constant 
assumed there was 0.56. The same value is also taken for the scalar theory, 
but with this value the scattering cross section is larger than that in the 
experimental result of Steinberger (1951). The value is 10 times larger 
than the former.
The ratio p  for M / p  is taken to be 6.67 s i n c e  2 7 6  x  ni^ (m,.=mass 
of electron). In the scalar meson field the radiation reaction begins to 
assert itself from 180 Mev. In order to fit the th ’orctical values in agree­
ment with the experimental one (Steinberger, Sachs and Anderson, 1951) is 
necessary to lower down the value of the coupling constant to one third of 
the value assumed here. So we come to this conclusion that the coupling 
constant in scalar meson field with vector coujiling should be lower than 
that in the pseudoscalar meson field with pseudoscalar coupling.
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